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1. In 1925, it moved into a group of starkly rectangular glass and concrete buildings in Dessau . Outstanding staff
members included the Hungarian painter Laszlo Mohaly-Nagy and the Swiss painter Paul Klee, we well as
American Oskar Feininger. It was based off principles of English designer William Morris that arts should meet
the needs of society, and there should be no distinction between fine arts and practical crafts . Modern art must
be responsive to the modern industrial world . FTP, name this design school, founded in Weimar by architect
Walter Gropius.
Answer: Bauhaus
2. The formulator and namesake of this physical law died fighting in the Gallipoli campaign of 1915. The law
states that the frequencies of the K-alpha emission lines of elements are roughly proportional to the square of the
atomic numbers of those elements. FTP name this law dealing with x-ray spectra .
Answer: Moseley's Law
3. By the time of the Great War, soldiers took this classic into battle with them, and it is said that a copy deflected
a bullet from a soldier's heart. Its author would have appreciated this, as one poem claims the Patent officer had
"lost for everlasting / The heart out of his breast" due to a rejection by fellow Oxford undergraduate Moses
Jackson. FTP, name this first volume of verse by Alfred Edward Housman.
Answer: A Shropshire Lad
4. During his reign, the Byzantine armies, with the help of the great general Belisarius, successfully reconquered
Italy and Africa for the Empire, and the Hagia Sophia arose in Constantinople. His wife , the actress Theodora,
became a powerful empress and was one of his most trusted advisers. He wasn't overly popular though and the
Nika rioters almost overthrew him in 532 CEo FTP, name this man, perhaps the greatest of the Byzantine
emperors.
Answer: Justinian I or Justinian the Great
5. He has seven sons and three daughters, seven thousand sheep, three thousand camels, five hundred yoke of
oxen and five hundred she asses. However, all of it was lost in the span of about one day . Despite it all, he never
blamed God. For 10 points, who is this Biblical figure, a man who sinned not, nor charged God foolishly, despite
these tragedies.
Answer: Job
6. This circa 1637 painting 's theatrical appearance can be attributed to the fact that the artist worked out the
scene by moving clay figurines around a miniature stage-like setting until it looked right to him. He placed these
strongly modeled figures, which appear frozen in action, before reconstructions of Roman architecture that he
believed to be archaeologically correct. The stoic and almost religiously solemn figure dressed in red at the upper
left is Romulus. On display at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, FTP, name this Nicolas Poussin work
depicting accounts of Livy and Plutarch regarding the acquiring of females from a neighboring population to
ensure the future of Rome.
Answer: The Abduction of the Sabine Women or The Rape of the Sabine Women
7. In 672 AD it was part of the Crivijaya Kingdom. Later, it belonged to the Majapahit Kingdom for 200 years,
until 1520. In the last quarter of the 16th century, the Portuguese overthrew Sultan Baabullah of Ternate to gain
control of the island. It wasn't until May 28,1974 that Colonel Fernando Alves Aldela allowed people on the
island to form their own political parties. FTP, name this island, whose eastern region has recently appeared in
the news worldwide .
ANSWER: TIMOR (accept East Timor before "eastern region")
8. The play begins in an orchard, where Charles, a wrestler, is hired to kill the younger son of Sir Rowland de
Boys. He fails , but the son is driven into exile by Duke Frederick, along with the daughter of the previously exiled
Duke Senior. When that daughter and her friend Celia see bad love poetry carved on trees, they know her love is
returned, but in the guise of Ganymede, she pretends to cure him of lovesickness. Other characters include the
philosophical Jacques and the fool Touchstone. FTP, name this Shakespearean comedy centering on Orlando
and Rosalind.
Answer: As You Like It
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9. Despite its simplicity, this mathematical problem, first formulated by Albert Tucker, is a prime example of game
theory. Many different varieties of the game exist, and it can apply to topics such as nuclear warfare, population
dynamics, and sociology. FTP, give the proper name of this problem, in which two robbery suspects must choose
to cooperate or defect.
Answer: Prisoner's Dilemma (Do not accept anything involving cannibals)
10. This 1980 novel centers around a series of misadventures beginning with the protagonist's inexplicable arrest
and his resulting recovery from the trauma of a drinking session with his mother. It continues to get even crazier.
All the while, the main character corresponds regularly with a sex-crazed girlfriend in New York. FTP, name this
Pulitzer Prize winning novel by John Kennedy Toole about the adventures of Ignatius J. Reilly.
Answer: A Confederacy of Dunces
11 . He appears in three stories called the ratiocinative tales, the first of which is The Mystery of Marie Roget and
works solely by using deductive method . In the second book of the series, he locates the title object, The
Purloined Letter. He never works in any official capacity and has had many detectives modeled on him in other
works of literature. FTP, name this detective who also appears in The Murders in the Rue Morgue, a creation of
Edgar Allan Poe.
Answer: C. Auguste Dupin
12. This former director of the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation died in 1995. In 1954, the Public
Health Service organized an experiment in which nearly two million children in grades 1, 2, and 3 participated to
test a vaccine that he created . Good thing his work panned out or many children might still be doomed to death or
paralysis today. FTP, name the man who developed the first polio vaccine.
Answer: Jonas Salk
13. This Congressional Medal of Honor Winner parlayed his military success in the Civil War into a term as
governor of Maine (no longer under the control of Massachusetts). He is also remembered for his valiant effort to
hold the flank of Little Round Top. FTP, name this man, who is best known for his repulsion of Pickett's charge in
the Battle of Gettysburg.
Answer: Joshua Chamberlain
14. Although his murderers tried to poison, stab and shoot him, they ended up having to bind him and throw him
into the Neva River in order to do him in. His ability to hypnotize Prince Aleksey and control his hemophilia won
him special favor with Czar Nicholas II and Empress Alexandra. FTP, name this mystic who contributed to the
downfall of czarist Russia .
Answer: Grigory Yefimovich Rasputin
15. This scientist calculated the correction factors for the erroneous assumptions of the ideal gas equation.
Awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1910, his lifelong work concerned the study of the behavior of gases and
liquids and weak forces of attractions between molecules. FTP, name this scientist for whom two types of
intermolecular attractions are named.
Answer: Johannes van der Waals
16. She graduated from Smith College in 1956 and began working as a freelance journalist in India. In 1971, she
helped found the National Women's Political Caucus, which encouraged women to run for political office. Her
rather feminine looks had unenlightened journalists baffled about why she became a feminist in the first place. At
one point, rumor also had it that she was dating Henry Kissinger. FTP, name this famous feminist and founder of
Ms. Magazine.
Answer: Gloria Steinem
17. Expressed as three formulations of essentially the same principle , Immanuel Kant presented this important
mechanism for determining the moral worth of human action . The first and most familiar formulation requires the
maxim of action to be able to exist as universal law. FTP, what ethical concept, introduced in the Groundwork of
the Metaphysics of Morals, is the moral alternative to the hypothetical imperative?
Answer: categorical imperative
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18. LC circuits have this property, because the location of the current alternates between the inductor and the
capacitor. Chemical compounds have it if more than one Lewis dot diagram can be drawn for them. Unfortunately,
the Tacoma Narrows Bridge had it too. FTP, name this property, which in physics refers to the potential for
vibrations of a given wavelength to excite sympathetic vibrations in an object.
Answer: Resonance
19. This deity's bliss was interrupted when her uncle kidnapped and raped her. Her mother grief at the loss
caused brought on winter and only her 6-month return back to earth each year could bring back spring's warmth.
If she hadn't eaten that pesky pomegranate, she'd have been able to stay out of Hades. FTP, name this goddess,
featured with her husband in the Merchant's Tale in "The Canterbury Tales."
Answer: Proserpina or Persephone
20. They originally formed as an organization designed to survey police procedures and alert the local community
to authoritarian abuses. Their mission broadened in scope and ambition though. For example, they started
schools and breakfast programs and their demands included a separate homeland for African-Americans and
retrial of black prisoners by a jury of their true peers. FTP, name this militant political organization founded by
Huey Newton and Bobby Seale.
Answer: The Black Panther Party (ACC: Black Panthers)
21. In this Henrik Ibsen play, the heroine represents a modern woman who struggles against the subjugation of
women in society. Although she forges a bank note signature to save her husband's life, he does not stand by
her when she is caught. FTP, name the controversial play that marked Ibsen's "second phase," or transition from
mythical and historical dramas to those that depicted social problems, starring Nora Helmer.
Answer: A Doll's House

